
https://motifartstudio.com/


https://forumbox.fi/en/2022/12/12/spring-2023-exhibition-program/


Film Title:  DESERT PHOSfate 
Year of Production: 2022/2023
Director:  Mohamed Sleiman Labat
Co-Producers:  PhosFATE Research Group
   Mohamed Sleiman Labat and Pekka Niskanen

Film Treatment:
DESERT PHOSfate is an experimental documentary film by Sahrawi artist and poet 
Mohamed Sleiman Labat. It weaves through the story of phosphate, exploring the 
multi-layered narrations about sand particles, plants and human displacement. The film 
explores ways of telling about realities, metaphors and imaginative poetics in the 
desert. It highlights connections between colonial practices, traces of anthropocentric 
extractions and the loss of indigenous ways of knowing and telling about the world 
through processes of dislocation. The Sahrawi are from Western Sahara, a region in the 
western north part of Africa. It’s a rich area in phosphate minerals, something that has 
attracted European and Moroccan extractionists since the 50s. The Sahrawi, the indige-
nous nomads who lived in the area for millennia had a different way of relating to the 
desert and navigating it, one that is based on oral poetics and constant movement. The 
heated conflict in Western Sahara drove the majority of the Saharawi nomads into 
Algeria following the war breakout in the 70s. The film explores the poetics of juxtaposi-
tion. On the one hand, Western Sahara is a phosphate-rich area, but much of the extract-
ed phosphate is being shipped to far places like North America, New Zealand and India 
to be used as a fertilizer in agricultural farms. On the other hand, the dislocated Sahara-
wi are dependent on international aid in refugee camps in neighboring Algeria. The 
Saharawi now live in the barren inhospitable desert called Hamda, where the tempera-
tures are high and life conditions are harsh, but surprisingly, the Saharawi are starting to 
engage in an unexpected practice. They are starting to farm! They are developing the 
knowledge to grow food locally in this specific context. The emerging phenomena of 
small-scale family gardens and other models of farming without processed phosphorus 
are redefining the Sahrawi perception about food. 
This film and story are told from the perspective of the Saharawi. It doesn’t follow 
conventional Western film method or structure, Saharawi artist Mohamed Sleiman 
hopes to tell this story in a different way. It’s important to bring up ways of telling 
stories from the Sahrawi perspective. The oral knowledge of the Sahrawi preserved 
valuable knowledge about time and space in the desert.  

https://forumbox.fi/en/2022/12/12/spring-2023-exhibition-program/


PhosFATE 
Artistic Research Group: 
Pekka Niskanen & Mohamed Sleiman Labat

https://koneensaatio.fi/en/the-phosfate-project-discusses-phosphate-and-its-effects-on-the-baltic-sea-and-western-sahara/


PhosFATE  (On-going project)
Artistic Research Group: 
Pekka Niskanen & Mohamed Sleiman Labat 

The exhaustion and processing of finite resources such as phosphate is lead-
ing to some terrible consequences on humans as well as on the environment. 
Man-made phosphate processing from agricultural activities ends up in the 
Baltic Sea in big loads, and is creating eutrophication; one of the biggest 
problems in the Baltic Sea. Thousands of miles away, a huge source of phos-
phate rock is located in the desert in the Northern west part of Africa and is 
causing the dislocation of a Nomadic community. The project highlights 
poetics of juxtaposition: a sea whose bottom is turning into a desert, and a 
desert deprived of its own phosphate yet blooming with thousands of family 
gardens planted by a community that never settled down to farm. Sleiman 
Labat comes from this nomadic community where the oral tradition and 
spoken poetry have strong presence in everyday life.

PhosFATE seeks to unfold the story of this precious mineral through such 
interconnected layers, evoking understanding of ecological practices, social 
change through community efforts, world politics and economics, the very 
food on our tables, and the everyday stories we tell. Sleiman Labat and Niska-
nen joined SOLU, BioArt Society in Helsinki for a micro residency, sailing on 
the catamaran Godzilla as a floating research platform. They also met with 
the scientists from SYKE and Baltic Sea Action Group. The artists received a 3 
year research grant from Kone Foundation to develop the project. They are 
still working on the different parts of the project. 

Project Info:
Medium/Method: Artistic Research
When: Started in 2019 ( three years project)
Where: Helsinki, Finland. Samara Camp, Hamada Desert, Algeria

https://koneensaatio.fi/en/the-phosfate-project-discusses-phosphate-and-its-effects-on-the-baltic-sea-and-western-sahara/


NOMADIC SEEDS 
Mohamed Sleiman Labat & Pekka Niskanen 

http://nomadicseeds.com/


NOMADIC SEEDS  (On-going project)
 

Pekka Niskanen & Mohamed Sleiman Labat 

Exchanging seeds and garden stories and knowledge could break through 
today’s borders and isolation situations. Community and family gardens can 
create conversations between different environments through seeds. Finnish 
seeds have travelled all the way to the Hamada Desert. They are now so vividly 
green in Sleiman’s family garden in Samara Camp.

There are now over one thousand small scale family gardens spreading in the 
five Sahrawi refugee camps. The Sahrawi have been dependent on food aid 
from the UN since their arrival in the refugee camps in Algeria. Family gardens 
are re-defining people’s perception about food production and allowing closer 
connections between people and plants.

Sleiman Labat and Niskanen created a small scale garden hosted by a Helsinki 
family. The artists experiment with growing different vegetables in parallel to 
the family gardens in the Hamada Desert. The artists use the garden as a meet-
ing point to experience small scale food production practices. They experiment 
with low-tech old methodologies watering to respond to the water scarcity in 
the desert. The practice is part of a discussion with some of the gardeners in 
the camps. Sleiman collects seeds from the very vegetables and fruits he eats. 
The different seeds collected from different part of the world will be stored in 
Almasar Library collection, making it the first seed bank in the Sahrawi camps. 
We collaborate with Almsara Library in Samara camp to distribute the seeds 
among the family gardens.

Project Info:
Medium/Method: Community Art, Artist Book, Website
When: May 4) 2020 months project)
Where: Helsinki, Finland. Samara Camp, Hamada Desert, Algeria

http://nomadicseeds.com/


COMMUNITY ART TENT
Revisiting the Art of the Nomads

https://koneensaatio.fi/en/grants-and-residencies/mohamed-sleiman-labat-phosfate-group-art-project-in-helsinki-with-the-focus-on-phosphate-that-is-creating-eutrophication-in-in-the-baltic-sea-and-dislocation-of-a-nomadic-community-in-africa-2/


COMMUNITY ART TENT
Revisiting the Art of the Nomads
The tent is the home for the Sahrawi. As nomads, it provided the best structure 
convenient to a lifestyle based on constant moving and camping. As refugees, it 
provided a space for the people to live together, eat together and share the shelter 
in an extreme desert environment. The Sahrawi tent has four doors facing the 
different directions. This is a very practical feature in the desert, when sandstorms 
blow from any direction; we close that door and open the opposite, but it also 
poetically symbolizes hospitality, the four doors are always open to welcome 
people from different directions. The open four doors allow communication with 
the outside world. People often exchange greetings and news with passers-by 
through the tent doors. 

I was born and I still live in one such a tent. Last spring, I collaborated with the 
women in my community to put together a Sahrawi tent shaped by our everyday 
clothes and stories. The community art tent arrived in Finland in collaboration with 
Art School MAA. It acted as a moving sculpture for interaction, exploration, and 
co-learning. I used it as a studio and a discussion site with artists and scientists as 
well as a performance space. The tent was set up in different places in Finland 
experiencing the freedom to move from place to place; a nomad tent again.  

For the Sahrawi, the tent goes beyond the physical structure, in Hassaniya, our oral 
language; the word “tent” could also substitute the word “family”. Nobody in my 
community would find it difficult to understand if I asked “how is the tent” that I’m 
actually asking how their family is doing. The tent is the strongest reference to 
family and community bond. The Sahrawi nomadic tent opens up questions of 
minimalism, adaptability, shared spaces and the sense of community in the very 
place we call home.

Project Info:
Medium/Method: Community Art/Socially Engaed Art
When: Spring/Summer 2019
Where: Samara Camp, Hamada Desert, Algeria/ Helsinki, Finland

https://koneensaatio.fi/en/grants-and-residencies/mohamed-sleiman-labat-phosfate-group-art-project-in-helsinki-with-the-focus-on-phosphate-that-is-creating-eutrophication-in-in-the-baltic-sea-and-dislocation-of-a-nomadic-community-in-africa-2/


HANDS
The Story of My Father Through 
The Movement of his Hands

https://www.myymala2.com/?p=5307


HANDS
Mohamed Sleiman Labat

The turban travels around the head in many folds. It’s a performative ritual in the 
desert as well a gesture and an expression. It protects you from the scorching sun 
and the sandstorms blowing from different directions. It cloaks the head and shel-
ters it. It’s a performance that gets forgotten as it becomes second nature with 
repetition. Hands play and perform the folding and unfolding of the turban layers. 
They play the tricks of tacking the end of the turban under the folds so it is in place. 

My father Sulaiman Labat Abd is a self taughtartist and craftsman. He was born and 
raised in a nomadic community in Western Sahara. He now runs a small shop in the 
local market in Samara Camp in Algeria. When he comes back from the market, he 
pulls out some coins from his pocket and he plays with them, creating shapes and 
telling stories. The people in the camps relay on international aid. Local markets 
provide some supplies usually arriving from the markets in Algeria or neighbouring 
Mauritania. 

I try to narrate the story of my father by capturing him in such moments when his 
hands are performing and playing with coins and drawing objects he remembers 
from his past nomadic life; a lizard, a single tree in a desert landscape, and a place 
he calls home.

Project Info:
Medium: Photography (Inkjet Prints)
When: October 2019
Where: Myymälä2 Gallery, Helsinki

https://www.myymala2.com/?p=5307


a film by Mohamed Sleiman Labat

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwSqo2K0TuM


THE YEAR OF BALLS
Mohamed Sleiman Labat

In this film, my father Sulaiman Labat Abd narrates the stories and events of what 
happened to his nomadic community close to Samara, Western Sahara. He tells about 
“The Year of Balls”, one of the years in the Nomadic Calendar. It’s also one of the first 
memories he recalls from his early childhood as a nomad in Western Sahara. In 58/1957, 
the French and the Spanish jointly launched air strikes against nomadic communities in 
the northern parts of Western Sahara. The air raids were systemically directed at elimi-
nating the nomads’ camel herds. Labat Abd narrates the events as he witnessed them 
in ‘the Year of Balls’. The nomads didn’t know about bombs or planes, when they saw 
the bombs for the first time, they called them balls. Killing the camel herds’ was a way 
to ending the means with which the nomads could pursue the nomadic lifestyle. It’s a 
way of restricting the nomads’ mobility and subjugating them to control by including 
them in the Spanish civil system. The story of “The Year of Balls” and the process of 
Sahrawi subjugation highlight a colonial method to end a lifestyle that has been 
practiced in Western Sahara for millennia.
I have been collecting and documenting the oral traditions of the Sahrawi community 
for my arts. I explore the collective and micro history of my community through various 
interviews and testimonies. The nomadic calendar served as a map registering points of 
access to resources, knowledges and histories throughout time. It’s not a numerical 
calendar. The nomads gave names to years; they named the years after certain events 
plants, ceremonies or geographic referents they moved to. The Nomadic Calendar 
passes on knowledge crucial to living in and navigating the desert, the knowledge 
covers a wide range of references to history, geography, plants and communities. The 
Year of Balls tells about the colonial practices in Western Sahara, the history of violence 
as seen from the perspective of the Saharawi nomads, and the systemic transformation 
of the Saharawi community as well as the loss of the valuable knowledge and arts of 
the Sahrawi people.

Project Info:
Medium: Film (Duration: 10 mins)
When: November 2019 
Where: Group Exhibition with Present Heritage Project by Myymälä2 Gallery, Helsinki
BAM Biennale Archipelago Mediterranean

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwSqo2K0TuM


[Settled 
Wanderers]
The Poetry of Western Sahara

Sam Berkson and Mohamed Sulaiman

https://www.influxpress.com/settled-wanderers


SETTLED WANDERERS
The Poetry of Western Sahara

Sam Berkson and Mohamed Sleiman Labat

Poetry is one of the strongest art forms in the Sahrawi community. Sam Berkson and 
myself collaborated on a project to collect and translate into English the first collection 
of Sahrawi poems. During Berkson’s art residency in Samara Camp, we visited such 
great Sahrawi poets before they died. Badi Mohamed Salem, Baibuh, Alkhadra, Bashir 
Ali and others (Sadly, some of them passed away this year). They shared with us their 
poems and stories. Visiting the poets in their tents was a unique experience in which 
we witnessed a special moment in the Sahrawi history, one of knowledge transmission 
and preservation of the oral arts of the Sahrawi. Some of the poems have never been 
written down. We visited male and female, young and old poets, this allowed us to see 
the different styles and roles of poetry between different generations. 

The process of collection, documentation and translation was very difficult. Hassaniya 
is an oral language. We used Arabic characters to transcribe it. Furthermore, we had to 
recheck with the poets the ways to transcribe and translate the poems to the best of 
our ability. The poems cover a wide range of subjects from Landscape to nomadic life, 
the dislocation of the Sahrawi and the Sahrawi resistance to colonialism and occupa-
tion. Sam Berkson is an English poet. He wrote poems about his encounters with the 
Sahrawi during his stay. I also had the chance to contribute more to the book through 
my visual calligraphy portraits rendering the content of the poems into visual arts.

Project Info:
Medium: Book (English & Hassaniya)
When: 2015
Where: Influx Press, London, UK.

https://www.influxpress.com/settled-wanderers


THE GREAT WAVE OF PLASTICS
A Fair Saturday Event in Motif Art Studio

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Vbv3sojHHU&t=3s


THE GREAT WAVE OF PLASTICS
Mohamed Sleiman Labat

The Great Wave off Kanagawa by the Japanese artist Katsushika Hokusai is 
an iconic artwork depicting man against nature. Nowadays man-made pollu-
tion causes more harm and damage to humanity and to nature. The plastic 
pollution resulting from mass plastic production, single use plastics and 
packaging all contribute to the global pollution in huge quantities and have 
reached some very distant places, deep in the ocean and even here in the 
middle of the Hamada Desert. 
I was invited by Fair Saturday organization to join the movement of over 500 
cities, 1000s of artists and organizations to create art with social and environ-
mental impact. The movement is a counter response to Black Friday in Ameri-
ca. For this I teamed up with the kids from Bubisher Library in Samara camp 
to create art using plastic waste from the streets and the surroundings area 
of Samara camp.   
Over the course of three weeks in November 2018, and with some generous 
support from MPDL, I have been collecting different plastic products to 
visually re-create The Great Wave of Hokusai.  The artwork is constructed on 
3 pieces of plywood. 
The Great Wave of Plastics is an awakening call for the alarming situation of 
plastic pollution, not just in the Saharawi refugee camps but all over the 
world. Hokusai may have seen the danger in the claws of the Tsunami in the 
Great Wave, but I think that plastic pollution is the new Tsunami. The work 
was exhibited in Samara Camp followed by lectures by health doctors, a two 
hour discussion and a participatory workshop on creative plastic reuse.

Project Info:
Medium: Mix media (240 cm * 340 cm)
When: November 2018
Where: Motif Art Studio & Fair Saturday Org, London

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Vbv3sojHHU&t=3s


MOTIF ART STUDIO
A Space for Art in the Middle of the Desert

https://motifartstudio.com/


MOTIF ART STUDIO
A Space for Art in the Middle of the Desert

Following destructive floods that damaged many houses in Samara camp in 2015
I lost my art works and books when my hand-built mud room collapsed. The room 
was my family’s living room, my working space, my library, my sewing workshop 
and my guest room. Few months after, I decided to establish a proper space for 
art. As I did not have funding to do it, I resorted to the discarded materials in my 
surroundings to build the physical space. Over the course of one full year, I was 
building and thinking. I developed skills and problem-solving and researched 
materials and methodologies to help me through the process. 

I investigated ways to respond to the desert hot environment and the spaces we 
live in. I was raising question about the role of art and how it can make interven-
tions in situations of powerlessness and stagnation. The idea to build an art studio 
in a refugee camp raised some eye brows. That’s not what people expect to be of 
a priority in such a situation. I was thinking that a place to make art could help 
facilitate the birth of ideas and the creation of solutions. Upon completion, the 
studio started to host a series of art sessions and collaboration with Sahrawi and 
international artists and art organizations from Africa, Europe and North America. 
The studio is now is a creative hub for art creation and art education in Smara 
Camp. 

The studio practices involve my art projects as well as inviting other artists to use 
the space and materials in the studio to create their own projects. It’s also a 
meeting point for discussions and interactions for the youth in my neighbour-
hood. 

Project Info:
Medium: architectural creation (6 m * 6 m)
When: April 2016 - April 2017
Where: Samara Refugee Camp, south west Algeria

https://motifartstudio.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 
Mohamed Sleiman Labat is a Sahrawi visual artist, filmmaker and writer. Born and raised in the Sahrawi refugee camps 
southwest Algeria. He now runs community art space Motif Art Studio; a small art space built entirely from discarded 
materials following destructive floods that hit the camps in 2015. Sleiman Labat now uses his art to investigate the multi-
layered political, environmental and social issues affecting his local community in the desert and the world at large.   
 
 

Art Projects & Exhibitions: 
 
2023   DESERT PHOSfate: 58 minutes Artist Film in ForumBox, Helsinki, Finland. 
2022   Endless together with Matthew Galloway, Te Tuhi Gallery, Aotearoa New Zealand. 
2021   The Desert at the Bottom of the Sea, Artspace Aotearoa, New Zealand. 
2020   Nomadic Seeds (Book and garden in Helsinki and Samara Camp - On-going Project) 
2019  
November The Year of Balls, Group Exhibition with Myymala2 ‘Present Heritage’ in BAM, Palermo, Italy. 
October   Hands, Photo exhibition in Myymala2 Gallery, Helsinki, Finland. 
September  Food Practices and Ethics, teaching course with Pekka Niskanen at Art School MAA, Helsinki. 
August Face of a Nomad, Work of the Month, Photography Gallery Hypolite, Helsinki, Finland. 
August Imagining Godzilla, micro residency at SOLU Bio Art Society, Helsinki, Finland. 
July  PhosFATE, in collaboration with Pekka Niskanen and Art School MAA, Helsinki, Finland. 
   Artist in Residence at Kone Foundation Lauttasari Manor, Helsinki, Finland. 
2018 
November  The Great Wave of Plastics, a Fair Saturday Event with MPDL and Bubisher Library, Samara Camps. 
January  ‘The Land of Mines’ A short film commissioned by SMACO, Screened in The UN Palace, Geneva. 
April    In Close Proximity, Photography Exhibition with Belaxis Bui in FAT Village Projects. FL. USA. 
March Artistic Recycling, workshops & exhibition with Oxfam & Chez Toi Design, Samara Camp. 
February  ‘Trash to Trophies’ designing the trophies for the Sahara Marathon organization, Samara Camp. 
2016-2017    
April    Building “Motif Art Studio” in Samara Refugee Camp (One full year) 
2014 
 
May-August Designing the Saharawi Future Currency Project with Mel Chin and ARTifariti,  

Exhibited in the Royal Ontario Museum, Canada. 
2015    
October   Calligraphy Portraits Exhibit with Sandblast Arts in Hundred Years Gallery, London, UK 
 

Art Grants & Residencies: 

 
2020 Oskar Öflund Stiftelse (PhosFATE Research Group) 

2020 Perpetuum Mobile Artist in Residence (PM) Turku, Finland (2 month residency) 

2020 Saastamoinen Foundation Artist in Residence, Turku & Helsinki (4 month grant) 

2020 Saari Residence by Kone Foundation, Perpetuum Mobile (PM) Finland (2 months residency)  

2019 PhosFATE Artistic Research with Pekka Niskanen, funded by Kone Foundation (3 years grant) 

2019 BioArt Society Residency with Godzilla Floating Research Platform 

2019 Lauttasaari Manor Residence, Kone Foundation, Helsinki, Finland (4 months residency) 

2018 Lush Spring Prize, with Jewellers of the Desert, London  

2017 Afkar Fellowship, Wassabi, New Silk Road, Swedish Institute, Tunisia (3 months fellowship) 

 

 

 

 

CV/Resume 

Mohamed Sleiman Labat 

Motif Art Studio 

 



Conferences, Workshops & Talks: 
 
2022   The Research Days at University of the Arts, Helsinki, Finland 

2021   Peripheries in Parallax: BRAVE NEW PERIPHERIES, Aalto University, Helsinki 

2021   The Gothenburg Symposium: Working Together 

2021   ARTISTS / IDEAS / NOW: Our Camp on Fire Liverpool Arab Arts Festival 

2020   Alliances & Commonalities 2020, Uniarts, Stockholm  
 
July   Arts & Plants, Workshop in Almasar Library Centre creating the first seed bank in the camps. 
     
June   Arts & Culture Solidarity Network. World Economic Forum 
 
2019 
October   PPLG Art Conference, Thessaloniki, Greece 
September  Artists Talk with Pussy Riot Member at Global Reporting, Stockholm   
August   Artists Talk with Pekka Niskanen at SOLU, Bio Art Society, Helsinki 
 
2018   
October  Participatory Photography Workshops with Olive Branch Arts, London (Second Level) 
May The LUSH Spring Prize and Permaculture and Regenerative cultures, London 
April Preserving Hope: Youth Creating Futures for Western Sahara, Finnish Social Forum 
April Artist talk in Art School MAA, Helsinki 
 
April PPLG Art Conference, Thessaloniki, Greece 
 
2017 
October  Participatory Photography Workshops in collaboration with Olive Branch Arts, London  
 

Publications: 
 
2021   “A Temple of Art in the middle of the Desert” in Arts and Culture in Global Development Practice.  
   Published by the Routledge, London, UK.  
2021   PhosFATE, co-authored with Pekka Niskanen. In Situating Sustainability 

A Handbook of Contexts and Concepts. Helsinki University Press, Helsinki, Finland. 
 
2020   “Family Gardens, an Emerging Discourse in the Sahrawi Community”  

Co-authored with Pekka Niskanen. In “Eco Noir” edited by Jack Faber & Anna Shraer. 
Published by The Academy of Fine Arts at the University of the Arts Helsinki, Finalnd. 

 
2020   Nomadic Seeds co-authored with Pekka Niskanen, first published by Motif Art Studio 
   The Land of Mines in Untranslated Nature (An Anthology of poetry), Helsinki, Finland. 
 
2019 Illustrations for ‘Zahra’ a novel by Portuguese Tomas Sopas Bandeira, Edições Afrontamento. 
 
2015 Settled Wanderers, the Poetry of Western Sahara, co-authored with Sam Berkson, Influx Press. UK 
 
2012   Feature in Southern Exposure, New Internationalist, London, UK 
2011 Story Illustration of “How to Make Tea”, Index on Censorship. London, UK 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Links and Media Materials:  
 
Motif Art Studio https://motifartstudio.com/   
 
Nomadic Seeds http://nomadicseeds.com/ 

 

PhosFATE Artistic Research Project 

https://koneensaatio.fi/en/stories/the-phosfate-project-discusses-phosphate-and-its-effects-on-the-baltic-sea-and-western-

sahara/ 

 

Kone Foundation Artist in Residence with Pekka Niskanen and Art School MAA, Helsinki 
https://koneensaatio.fi/apurahat/tuetut/2018-2/lauttasaaren-kartanon-residenssi-7-12-2018/ 
 
 
DESERT PHOSfate: 58 minutes Artist Film in ForumBox, Helsinki, Finland 
https://forumbox.fi/en/exhibition/voyage-out/ 
 
The Research Days of the University of the Arts, Helsinki  
https://sites.uniarts.fi/web/kuvaresearchdays/13.12.2022 
 
Uniarts Helsinki’s Fourth Research Pavilion, Helsinki 
https://www.uniarts.fi/en/events/pekka-niskanen-mohamed-sleiman-labat-nomadic-seeds/ 
 
Peripheries in Parallax: BRAVE NEW PERIPHERIES, Aalto University, Helsinki 
https://pinp2021.aalto.fi/april-9th-main-conference/ 
 
Family Gardens Research Paper in Eco Noir: a companion for precarious times 
 https://taju.uniarts.fi/handle/10024/7185 
 
PhosFATE, co-authored with Pekka Niskanen. In Situating Sustainability 
A Handbook of Contexts and Concepts. Helsinki University Press 
https://hup.fi/site/books/e/10.33134/HUP-14/ 
 
The Desert at the Bottom of the Sea, Artspace Aotearoa, New Zealand 
https://artspace-aotearoa.nz/exhibitions/te-tomo-kohua-street-cinema-programme 
 
The Desert at the Bottom of the Sea, Artspace Aotearoa, New Zealand 
https://tetuhi.art/exhibition/matthew-galloway-mohamed-sleiman-labat-endless/ 
 
Artists Talk in Bio Art Society, Helsinki 
https://bioartsociety.fi/posts/artist-talk-pekka-niskanen-and-mohamed-sleiman-labat 
 
Imagining Godzilla, Helsinki 
http://imagininggodzilla.fi/pekka-niskanen-mohamed-sleiman-labat/ 
 
Imagining Godzilla, Bioart Society Micro-Residency, Helsinki 
https://bioartsociety.fi/projects/state-of-the-art-network/activities/imagining-the-baltic-sea-online-seminar 

A Temple of Art in the Middle of the Desert 
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/chapters/edit/10.4324/9781003148203-2/temple-art-middle-desert-mohamed-sleiman-labat 
 
 
PPLG Presenter, Thessaloniki, Greece 
https://pplg.org/presenters/ 
 
In Close Proximity, Philadelphia, USA  
https://hyperallergic.com/430982/in-close-proximity-fatvillage/ 
 
Voices of Western Sahara  

https://motifartstudio.com/
http://nomadicseeds.com/
https://koneensaatio.fi/en/stories/the-phosfate-project-discusses-phosphate-and-its-effects-on-the-baltic-sea-and-western-sahara/
https://koneensaatio.fi/en/stories/the-phosfate-project-discusses-phosphate-and-its-effects-on-the-baltic-sea-and-western-sahara/
https://koneensaatio.fi/apurahat/tuetut/2018-2/lauttasaaren-kartanon-residenssi-7-12-2018/
https://forumbox.fi/en/exhibition/voyage-out/
https://sites.uniarts.fi/web/kuvaresearchdays/13.12.2022
https://www.uniarts.fi/en/events/pekka-niskanen-mohamed-sleiman-labat-nomadic-seeds/
https://taju.uniarts.fi/handle/10024/7185
https://artspace-aotearoa.nz/exhibitions/te-tomo-kohua-street-cinema-programme
https://bioartsociety.fi/posts/artist-talk-pekka-niskanen-and-mohamed-sleiman-labat
http://imagininggodzilla.fi/pekka-niskanen-mohamed-sleiman-labat/
https://bioartsociety.fi/projects/state-of-the-art-network/activities/imagining-the-baltic-sea-online-seminar
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/chapters/edit/10.4324/9781003148203-2/temple-art-middle-desert-mohamed-sleiman-labat
https://pplg.org/presenters/
https://hyperallergic.com/430982/in-close-proximity-fatvillage/


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4t2NKLSCKmc  
 
Art as a means of resistance in the Sahrawi refugee camps 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVLUbj_F23k 
 
Afkar Fellows, Tunisia  
http://www.afkar.tn/fellows/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDQI2k2k8YM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LcLzygR3EsM&index=7&list=PLCrf-lzcSuyFYzebO0a5T5_3Ueedmzo6h 

 

Trash to Trophies, Sahrawi Camp, Tindouf, Algeria  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jfqeQ0NRGQU&t=3s 

 

The Great Wave of Plastics, Sahrawi Camp, Tindouf, Algeria 

https://app.fairsaturday.org/fichaevento/877?fbclid=IwAR0BjlhDJGvPB-

eGmG8E0LOckKHUn_JvXMmmMJmpFmjqJ9aCEzwJ093C3zU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Vbv3sojHHU 

 
Lush Spring Prize, London 
https://springprize.org/2018-winners/ 
 

The Year of Balls 

https://youtu.be/bwSqo2K0TuM 

 

Pixelache Festival, Helsinki 
https://burn.pixelache.ac/events/nomadic-seeds-desert-strawberries-and-phosfate-in-the-baltic-sea-screening-discussion 
https://artdependence.com/articles/disentangling-archives-how-we-are-entering-a-new-era-the-case-of-pixelache-helsinki/ 
 

Untranslated Nature (Poetry Anthology) by Runosvengi, Helsiniki 
https://www.suomalainen.com/products/untranslated-nature-kaantamaton-luonto 
https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/kirja-arvio-luonto-sakeiden-lapi/8377824 
 
ARTISTS / IDEAS / NOW: Our Camp on Fire Liverpool Arab Arts Festival 
https://www.arabartsfestival.com/events/artists-ideas-now-camp-on-fire/ 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4t2NKLSCKmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVLUbj_F23k
http://www.afkar.tn/fellows/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDQI2k2k8YM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LcLzygR3EsM&index=7&list=PLCrf-lzcSuyFYzebO0a5T5_3Ueedmzo6h
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jfqeQ0NRGQU&t=3s
https://app.fairsaturday.org/fichaevento/877?fbclid=IwAR0BjlhDJGvPB-eGmG8E0LOckKHUn_JvXMmmMJmpFmjqJ9aCEzwJ093C3zU
https://app.fairsaturday.org/fichaevento/877?fbclid=IwAR0BjlhDJGvPB-eGmG8E0LOckKHUn_JvXMmmMJmpFmjqJ9aCEzwJ093C3zU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Vbv3sojHHU
https://springprize.org/2018-winners/
https://youtu.be/bwSqo2K0TuM
https://burn.pixelache.ac/events/nomadic-seeds-desert-strawberries-and-phosfate-in-the-baltic-sea-screening-discussion
https://artdependence.com/articles/disentangling-archives-how-we-are-entering-a-new-era-the-case-of-pixelache-helsinki/
https://www.suomalainen.com/products/untranslated-nature-kaantamaton-luonto
https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/kirja-arvio-luonto-sakeiden-lapi/8377824
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